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Michael Molash
Michael Byrne

We take many Forms.

Form (n.): One of the different modes of existence of a  particular thing

Form (n.): The shape of a thing or person

Form (N.): A Group who shares feelings of friendship and support

Form (v.): to develop something over a period of time
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John Stigall
Adam Hellinghausen
Rohan Thomas
Nicholas SobonesSean Blonien

Preston Schnorbach
Maxwell Vaughan
Christopher Adesanya
Will Odom

Forms

We are eight Forms.

In Form I we find our way around a new school, with new teachers and new classmates.
In Form III we start Athletics, breaking tackles, shooting hoops, scoring goals and rounding bases.

We wear Khaki shorts in Form V.

We get ready to say Goodbye in Form VIII
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MUSICIAN COLLINS

“Throwing discus for Field requires 
as much coordination and form 
as it does strength,” Collins told 
us. “Coach Burk has been helping 
me out a lot with my throw, 
especially my shot put, which has 
been improving over the past few 
months.” At the Middle School SPC 
Championship in Dallas last year, 
Collins placed second in the discus 
throw competition, losing by a 
mere three inches.

Since first grade, Collins has played 
the guitar, and after five years 
of lessons, he has continued to 
teach himself using some of his 
favorite songs. “I prefer electric 
over acoustic,” Collins said, “I really 
like the sound it produces. I think 
I want to play bass later on.” He 
“loves” being able to play almost 
anything whenever he wants, “it 
means I’m never bored.”

“Fishing is just fun, and relaxing. 
That’s really the biggest thing, is 
the  relaxation.” Collins went on to 
say he’s always had the patience 
to fish, ever since he caught his 
first one at age 3. Participating in 
his first tournament in the fourth 
grade, Collins enjoys fishing most 
at his home in Cape Cod.

Since he was 8 years old, John 
has been sailing through his 
Yacht Club at his house in Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts. John sails 
a fiberglass boat made for two 
people, called a “420” for its length 
of 420 centimeters. As a member 
for the race team of the Yacht 
Club, John says that the difference 
between a good sailor and a bad 
sailor comes down to race tactics.

Collins was first introduced to 
road biking by his good friend 
and classmate Bradyn Smith. 
“Instantly hooked,” he found road 
biking enjoyable because of the 
high speeds and adrenaline rush 
that came with racing down the 
streets. A normal ride for Collins 
is about an hour and a half going 
an average twenty-two miles per 
hour.
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We take many Forms.

Form (n.): One of eight grades at Cistercian

Form (V.): To mold a boy into a man

Form (N.): a model to be emulated by others

Form (V.): To become who we are meant to be
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